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The Wangaratta 4WD Club has evolved from a
few members in 1983, to a membership of over
40. The Club is made up of individuals and
families who are interested in responsible Four
Wheel Driving. There is no restriction on the
make or type of four wheel drive vehicle, and there
is always plenty of variety and camaraderie
amongst members.
Where we live: Members live all over the North
East and beyond, including from Benalla,
Beechworth,
Glenrowan,
Milawa,
Albury,
Wodonga, Wangaratta, Goorambat, Tatong and
Melbourne.
Wangaratta Four Wheel Drive Club is
a member of the Victorian Association
of Four Wheel Drive Clubs.
Affiliations: Members of our club are
proud to be part of the Adopt a Hut Program and
work with Parks Victoria to look after Top Crossing
and Lake Cobbler huts.
We are also affiliated with the South Coast Four
Wheel Drive Club based at Wollongong, and the
Four Wheel Drive Club of WA. Current members
of the respective clubs are entitled to Reciprocal
Membership.
.
Membership: Single or family $80 p.a.

General Meetings are held on the 2nd Tuesday of the month, generally at the North East Car Club Rooms,
Tarrawingee Recreation Reserve, commencing 8.00pm. There is no meeting in January. Please refer to the
club calendar. Visitors are always most welcome.
Track Torque: Newsletter Contributions may be forwarded to …

Editor : Maria Lucas
 5762 3620

:

editor@wangaratta4x4club.org.au

Editorial Deadline – Usually 1st of the month. This is your newsletter so be a part of
it and send any articles of interest, comments, birthdays, etc, to the editor.
Advertising: $80.00/yr. Please contact the editor for further details.
Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in the articles in this newsletter are not necessarily those of the editor or of Wangaratta
Four Wheel Drive Club Inc. The editor reserves the right to delete any section of any article, or reject any article, which has
been sent in for publication in the Newsletter.

Front Cover: Birthday Bash
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The President’s Page
Well we're another year older - in case you weren't at your Birthday Party, we had a great time. The evening
was a little brisk for those11 that stayed o'nite at the Eldorado Hilton - well I should say for those 6 that
braved the elements the other 5 actually complained about their heaters being too hot in their rooms- ah
diddums! For those 28 at the dinner, perfect around a lovely warm open fire, food was great and the
company - well you really need to see the video to appreciate the talent we have in our midst. Thanks
Chrissy for the extra effort!.
Tom and Andrew will be running the movie at the next general meeting, so look out for it. We also had 2
drives over the birthday weekend, with 6 cars each day - 7 cars in total with 15 members and guests enjoying
themselves immensely. Also some great er!! action shots on video. Thanks Terry for the use of your demo
vehicle.
As promised you'll see the Trip calendar filling up - great work Tom and thanks to those new trip leaders - it
really is great fun to lead a trip! As I mentioned at the last meeting, we'd like to have a list of those members
that would like to be contacted say once a week or as the opportunity arises, to let you know of any short
notice trip that is on. The only condition is that you don't get grumpy when you're told there's a trip on (or
more likely a day trip on) and you can't make it. We promise we won't get despondent with you if you keep
saying "sorry can't make it this time" that's OK we'll talk to you again next time. Some of us are better at
being able to do short notice trips than planning weeks ahead as things always seem to crop up. Ring Tom or
myself and give us your best contact number - just don't complain there's no action happening!
You'll also see a gradual makeover of the already fabulous website - check it regularly, you'll even be able to
see who our guest speakers are in advance and learn a little about our new movie section at our meetings.
There's always some great new stuff on your website.
If you'd been at the last general meeting you would has seen some of our members in their new "uniforms".
Our new sponsor 'Steer Clothing' went all out in supplying some fabulous initial specials to the club. $55.00
jackets for $25. $85.00 jumpers for $25. Beanies for $14.00 - there were caps and windcheaters - all with our
logo already printed - even logo patches on their own for $10.00 to sew into your own clothing . There's still a
few $25. specials left - available at the next general meeting. Or just go into Steer Clothing opposite the
Wang Station and choose your poison - you can even get your name embroidered. Great for us er!! older
members that have constant memory loss.
I'm looking for a few willing hands (Helpers) to roll their sleeves up and help out from time to time. We have a
fairly robust agenda planned for the rest of the year and need your help.
Job No 1 - Someone/ones to head up our audio visual section. Trip Co-ordinator Tom has agreed to steer
this new department which will oversee video presentations of trips and produce them (teaching others as we
go) during our monthly meetings. This is a very exciting initiative and one that can only be done with keen
members input.
Job No2 - We are or were looking for a member to become our Publicity Officer - this position done well, will
lift our club profile in the community and let the North East know that we indeed exist and that 4X4 owners
and drivers are not all hoons as the wider media sometimes portrays us. This position has been filled by a
newish member Andrew Brown who has already demonstrated he has the welfare of the club at heart and is
skilled in the areas that need input. Welcome aboard Andrew - no doubt we'll see a lot of your work in the
coming months.
Job No3 - We needed a 'vice' for our 'Sergeant at Arms' Ron Beurs, who is off on long service leave. Another
newish member Pud Norton put up his hand to help out - thanks Pud (just on the quiet - he has a few things
up his sleeve, so you'd better behave)
Job No 4 - Librarian - We want to try and have a full archived library of past news-letters. Graham & Sue
have kindly lent us their personal collection so that if we have copies missing in our cabinet we can copy
theirs. If you can see yourself involved - weekdays are OK - please let Secretary Bruce know. (This is a big
job but not a long/prolonged job - so a few hands would be great) Looking for someone to keep tabs on our
filing cabinet and our magazines that we lend out at meetings - if you've borrowed mags in the past or have
some you'd like to donate to our library bring them to the next meeting.
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If there are areas of expertise or interest that you'd be happy to help out in - please give me a call - I'm only
just starting to realize the absolute talent we have within the club - our committee members and Helpers will
all at times be away - some for quite extended periods - so we need stand ins to help out at times - let me
know you're available.
Last but not least - Remember your subs - FWDV (Four Wheel Drive Victoria) has put a deadline on us
paying our fees including our insurance levy to them - hence our clubs more aggressive stance on members
paying the subs by the due date which is by the next general meeting at the latest - the second Tuesday of
the month. So unfortunately - no subs, no insurance, no drives, no membership!
In recent years we have paid slow paying members fees for them, even purchasing name badges and other
non-refundable out goings only to find in a few circumstances that payment was never made. $45.00 out of
the $80. club membership goes to FWDV fees and insurance. Doesn't leave much to run the club with. If you
are genuinely finding it difficult, the club has a facility to help out - contact David Blore or myself personally.
Thanks again to all our committee members and Helpers (with a capital H) it's starting to come together.
A wise man once said "we can spend all the time in the world doing club stuff BUT don't forget to get those
wheels turning - that's what we do best" - if you're sitting home on the weekends bored - you should have
checked the website for a drive.
see you soon
dj

“Albury Wodonga’s Complete 4WD Equipment Centre”

DISCOUNT FOR CLUB MEMBERS

Andrea Simmons

ARB ALBURY
Ph 02 6021 2477 Fax 02 6041 3097
asimmons@arb.com.au
www.arb.com.au
476 Hume Street Albury (Next to Hungry Jack’s)
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Member’s Page
Campbell
Vicki
Kristen
Sue

Griffin
Davis
Suffield
Abotomey

6
9
10
11

In June
CLUB APPAREL
Club Tee Shirts, badgers, jumpers, windcheaters, etc are available from STEER Clothing - 52 Norton St,
Wangaratta opposite the Wangaratta station. Phone: 03 5721 7773. (The club shirt should be a dark green
with gold embroidery.)

Last Chance: Subscriptions are Due
Subscriptions were due on the 31st of March and are payable by the 14th of June. That means the general
meeting is the last chance to pay your subs. The cost of membership for the year is $80.00. Payments can
be made at the club meeting.

One Day Chainsaw
Course.
Goulburn Ovens Institute of TAFE
Tone Road, Appin Park
Wangaratta.
Date:
Tuesday, 14th of June 2011
Time:
8.30 am-4.00pm
Cost:
$150 or $180 depending on
education qualifications
Contact: Client Services
Ph. No:
1300 733 111
Course Teacher: Kevin White
Where:

If you are interested contact Andrew Brown

0414 397 802

Oz Tent’s: Foxwing Awning
Adventure Camping and Fishing are offering to supply club members
at a discounted price of $850.00 for one unit. RRP $895.00
If two members banded together and ordered, the price for each unit
would be, $800.00.
Andrew was the contact in the shop if anyone is interested.
Date of this offer was Wednesday 18 th May.
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A very special thank you must go to our very generous sponsors and friends for donating some wonderful
prizes for our club birthday dinner raffle.









North Eastern Bearings
Park View Motel
Adventure Camping and Fishing
ARB Albury
Wangaratta Camping World
Express Publications
Eldorado Hotel
Committee members

Winners
The 6 month 7 issue subscription to "Camping with
4WD" was won by
Carol & David Ashford
The 6 month 7 issue subscription to "Camper
Trailer Touring" was won by
Robyn & Pud Norton

Congratulations to Terry Dillon and the
Club Web Site
The Wangaratta 4x4 club is the first of a series of 4x4 club's web sites to be featured on Robert Peppers (the
club should remember the great weekend we had with Robert Pepper doing a workshop on GPS a couple of
years ago - held at Craig Cheethams home) facebook page http://www.facebook.com/4WDHandbook?ref=sgm he noted that it had been revised and I guess was so
suitable impressed that it deserved an airing - congratulations to Terry Dillon on an exceptional job - keep
watching it's still evolving.

Club Training Weekend - FWDV approved
Stan Williams is Back to do a Club Training Weekend
Date W'end 16th & 17th July
Buckland Valley (Refer to Pre Trip report)
ATTENTION NEW MEMBERS
This is the most important event of the year for all members who haven't attained the Club
Proficiency level.
If you can possibly be there - Be There!
Refresher course for those that require it also catered for on this weekend.
Contact Tom for registration
0438 362 034 or thomasdbarnard@gmail.com
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Minutes of General Meeting
10 May 2011
Meeting chaired by President David Jackson
Present & apologies:

As per attendance book.

Guest Speaker:
Terry Kingston and Chris Clarke from Parks Victoria were guest speakers. Terry illustrated the damage
caused by recent flooding and reported on track repair and maintenance which has been undertaken and
which is planned for the future. Chris reported on the reconstruction of Ritchies Hut on the Howqua River
and the recent rebuild of King Hut on the King River. Chris expressed his thanks for the efforts of Noel Ham
and Craig Cheetham who spent a weekend helping on the King Hut project. [Frank also helped on the
Saturday]
Minutes of April meeting: Approved on the motion of R Beurs / G Norton
Correspondence: Nissan Newsletter;
Cross Country Jeep Club Newsletter;
Goulburn Valley 4WD Newsletter.
Treasurer: General account: $2,904.21
Term deposit:
$1,225.84
New Sponsors:
President David welcomed Steer Clothing of Wangaratta as a club sponsor. Some merchandise from Steer
is now available for purchase from Ron Beurs.
Trip Reports:
Omeo – Wombat Post Office
Future Trips:
Birthday Dinner weekend – 14-15 May
Kinglake – 11-13 June
Sheepyard Flat – Howqua River – 10-13 June
General Business
Murray McEachern presented some 1993 club photos including some of the original Wonnangatta
Homestead.
Fines session conducted by Ron Beurs
Meeting closed at 9.40pm.

GUEST SPEAKER for the JUNE GENERAL MEETING
Warren Smith, Manager of Archibald Electrical in Greta Road Wangaratta, will be our guest speaker on 14
June.
Warren will display the latest in driving lights, and report on technological developments relating to batteries
and battery management systems.

GUEST SPEAKER for the JULY GENERAL MEETING
The guest speaker for the general meeting on July 12 th will be from ARB Albury. With all the get products
ARB have to offer it will be an interesting meeting.
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Committee Meeting Rap
The committee met on 24 May 2011.
Terry Dillon reported on improvements he is making to the Club‟s website and on trials he is conducting with
photo storage and display, and with club mailing lists. The committee approved the expenditure of $40.00 for
an upgrade of website software.
Maria Lucas has agreed to maintain the website in Terry‟s absence.
Tom Barnard presented an almost full trips program for the remainder of this year.
The committee discussed a variety of options for offering driver training to new members.

FOUR

WHEEL

DRIVE

VICTORIA

Driving In A Sustainable Environment
For more information visit the website: www.fwdvictoria.org.au
The following information has been taken from E-news and the FWD Victoria website. If you would like to
receive a free copy of E-news, email the Fwd Vic office and ask to be placed on the email list.
E-mail: office@fwdvictoria.org.au
SUNDAY 29 MAY 2011
Meeting with 4wd victoria representatives of 4wd victoria meet
with the minister for the environment
Pictured from Left to Right
Bill Sykes MLA (Member for Benalla – Parliamentary
Secretary for Primary Industries), Chris Rose – Regional
Manager East (Parks Victoria), John Turbill – President 4WD
Victoria, Russell Sturzaker – CEO 4WD Victoria,
Michael Coldham – Past President & Political Liaison Officer
– 4WD Victoria, Ryan Smith MLA - Minister for
Environment & Climate Change - Minister for Youth Affairs.
On Thursday 26 May 2011 I led a deputation from 4WD Victoria to meet with Minister for the
Environment, Ryan Smith in Parliament. The representatives,
Russell Sturzaker (CEO 4WD Victoria), John Turbill
(President 4WD Victoria) and Michael Coldham (past
President 4WD Victoria) highlighted the extensive amount of
voluntary work done by the 15,000 members of 4WD Victoria.
The volunteer work includes flood and bushfire response
activities, track clearing in National
Parks and assisting Parks Victoria staff to reduce hoon
behaviour and reduction in damage to
signage.Chris Rose, Parks Victoria Regional Manager East,
endorsed the 4WD Victoria
representatives‟ comments stating that volunteers had saved
the Government of Victoria
many thousands of dollars.The Minister was impressed by
the presentation and has undertaken to consider 4WD
Victoria‟s bid for funding of ongoing activities and new
initiatives.
MEDIA ENQUIRIES BILL SYKES MP 0427 624 989
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New Smoke Alarm Requirements for RVs, Caravans & Moveable Dwellings in NSW
The NSW Government has improved the safety of tens of thousand of residents and holiday makers by
making smoke alarms compulsory in caravans, campervans and other moveable dwellings where people
sleep. Tents and Camper Trailers are excluded from the regulation. Interstate registered Caravans
crossing into NSW for a holiday will need to abide by this requirement.
The Environmental Assessment and Planning Regulation came into effect on the 25 February 2011 owners
are given a six month grace, late August 2011, to install smoke alarms in their moveable dwellings.
Penalties will apply for any breaches after the grace period. This will include on the spot fines of $200, with
a maximum penalty of $550 if the matter goes to court.
All Smoke alarms must comply with Australian Standard and be fitted with a hush button, and installed
according to the manufacture‟s instructions. For further information please visit the web sites listed below.
www.fire.nsw.gov.au
Mt Skene (Jamieson – Licola Road) Road Closure 2011
The Jamieson – Licola Road (C486) is the route
used by most people when accessing Mt Skene
(1500m)
and 2011 will once again see the closure of this
road by the Mansfield Shire Council, due to their
concerns
regarding public safety in heavy snow conditions
over the winter period.
This year’s closure period has been gazetted
as being from Thursday 16th June to Thurs
27th
October 2011.
Closure is from Wrens Flat (Mt Sunday Road) to
the Mansfield / Wellington Shire Boundary, Mt
Buller
Road, Walkers Airstrip, Jamieson (across the
bridge), Wrens‟ Flat, Wellington Shire Boundary, Licola,
Heyfield, start / finish of snake / Edwards drive, and via Lazarini Spur track. The road closure will be
identified by signs erected by the shire (as long as they remain in position) and FWDV have provided
signage to assist with identification.
Any member or club wishing to conduct a trip on the Jamieson - Licola Road during the closure period
need to complete the Jamieson Licola Road Seasonal Access Application Form which is available on
the FWDV Website under the Track Information / Track Permits tab. Then forward the completed form to
the FWDV Office 14 days prior to the trip to enable the application to be processed, and the approved form
to be returned to them for the Trip Leader to carry in the glove box of their vehicle. Victoria Police and the
Mansfield Shire have informed us that once again they will have officers monitoring traffic using the road
during this closure period, and anyone caught on the road without a FWDV Approved Permit will be fined
up to $250.00 per vehicle. Please Note: A minimum of 7 days notice is required to process applications.

Victorian High Country Huts Association
VHCHA
For information about huts please visit VHCHA website : http://www.vhcha.org.au
This site has further information on the Victorian High country huts and activities associated with each area.
Our club is a member of this organisation, with Graeme Abotomey our representative.
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Snow Chains
Words and photos by Robert Pepper (USED WITH PERMISSION)
Tyre chains are links of metal that fit around a tyre. The purpose is to create a
super-aggressive tread pattern that bites into soft surfaces and ice, providing
traction where there would otherwise be none. Chains can be effective in mud,
snow and ice, but must be removed for rocks and cannot be used on hard
surfaces, or at speeds. So while road tyres with chains can outperform extreme off road tyres, running road
tyres and relying on chains for traction is not a practical solution. Chains are for specific low-traction
situations, not general all-terrain use.
The question of chains in mud is a mixed one. Certainly chains chew up the surface of a track, something
responsible off roaders avoid but so does wheel spinning madly up without them, when instead you could
gently crawl with chains. We advise thinking about the most responsible way to traverse the terrain, which
may in fact be with chains, or winching or turning back.
For ice and snow the case for chains is clearer as there should be enough of a layer to prevent track
damage. Mud tyres can provide quite good traction with snow, but chains are better, and miles ahead in ice
where no rubber will be any good, just skating over the surface. Snow chains could be thought of as ice
chains.
The two main types of chain are diamond or ladder pattern. Ladder patterns give better fore and aft traction,
but little resistance to sideways forces. While diamonds make a massive difference to forward traction,
ladders can 'paddle' you out through mud that diamonds can't manage. On the other hand, diamonds are a
better all-rounder as they have lateral as well as longitudinal grip. There is also a V-bar pattern, which looks
the same as the ladder, but the chain links have small metal V-shaped bars. This gives incredible traction
and grip in all directions, but is expensive. Most users will go for the all-purpose diamonds, which come in
two types - square section and round section. The squares have hard edges on the links, and the rounds
have additional, loose links. The purpose of both designs is to break and bite into the ice.
Whichever type of chains you choose, make sure they fit your tyres before you leave the shop. Good retailers
combine that check with a fitting demonstration. Chains should be available for all standard 4WD wheel
sizes, but anything above a 33-inch diameter will be difficult to find. The correct chain is related to the
diameter of the tyre, not the rim, so if you run a 17-inch rim and see chain for a 16-inch rim, that could still
work. You'll need to calculate the overall tyre diameter - for example 235/65/17 is the same diameter as
235/70/16. The formula is tyre width in mm (235) x aspect ratio (65 percent) x 2, plus rim diameter (17 x 25.4)
to convert inches to mm. That gives only a theoretical diameter, and there will be overall-diameter variation
between tyre types and manufacturers. The shape of the tyre makes a difference too. Those with a squarish
tread block will need more length of chain to fit than those with sloping tread blocks. Piranha Offroad has a
handy guide to determine chain size at: www.piranhaoffroad.com.au, but again, the only real check is by
fitment. Look also for the construction. You want hardened steel. Good chains can last for decades, but if you
buy second hand, be aware of chains with plastic components as these can become brittle and break.
Ideally, you'll fit chains to all four wheels, possibly even with diamonds at the front for steering and v-pattern
at the rear for traction,
but if you only have one
set you need to decide
which set of wheels will
be chained up. This
question is an excellent
way to start an argument
and is right up there with
'if you have one locker,
front or rear'? The
answer is really terraindependent.
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On uphills, chains on the rear work as that's where the weight is, downhill you want them on the front, and
that's better for braking and steering too. Overall, we'd generally fit them on the front if possible, but some
vehicles cannot fit them to some axles, or even take chains at all, or only with certain tyres. If your tyres are
taller or wider than stock you'll definitely want to check clearances, so do all this before you set off. Vehicles
that bias drive to one axle, for example some soft roaders should fit wheels to that axle. Incidentally, it's
always interesting to see people fitting chains to the front wheels of Commodores!
Once you have chains on your car you'll need to change your driving style. Chains aren't made for speed, so
keep below 20km/h or less and be gentle with the controls, as befits slippery conditions anyway. You won't
be needing much momentum as you'll now have more traction from the wheels than you thought possible,
allowing gentle crawls where before you'd have spun. Chains do increase tyre diameters, so especially if you
have oversize tyres watch for rubbing on full lock or at maximum suspension flex. Chain rubbing will damage
a car much more than tyre rubbing. Keep checking the chain fitment - if the chains come off and are flung
around by the wheel, expect some serious damage. Never drive on a hard surface with chains as traction will
be significantly reduced, and you'll also damage the chain. Tyre pressures may be reduced with chains as
the overall tyre diameter won't change, and you may need the flotation if you're going to try driving over
rather than through snow. The steering may feel heavier too. Cross-axle lockers can be used with chains on
either axle and always lock centre diffs. If you don't, then drive is likely to go to the unchained axle. High or
low range can work, but given the speed restrictions with chains, low range is probably best even if you're in
third or fourth low.
Chains aren't cheap considering you only use them rarely, but a well-maintained set will last for years and
hold their second hand value. They will also see you on the right side of the law, and chains are one of those
things that don't seem expensive any more when you're trying to drive an icy road on a mountain.
Chains and the law
If the law says you have to fit or carry chains,
then you must, and they must be appropriate
for your vehicle. If you don't, not only are you
risking your own safety and that of others, but
also demerit points and you're probably
invalidating your insurance. You must fit
chains when directed by a sign or by an
authorised officer.
The only two states where you're likely to
encounter snow have, as you'd expect,
different regulations despite the snow being
exactly the same.
Victoria has four levels of alpine road
conditions with all vehicles required by law to
carry chains:
1. Open to all cars
2. 2WD require chains, 4WD don't.
3. 2WD access closed, 4WD require chains.
4. Closed to all traffic.
NSW has only three with only 2WD vehicles required to carry chains by law:
1. Open to all cars
2. 2WD require chains, 4WD don't.
3. Closed to all traffic.
However, NSW are in the process of changing their rules. While 4WDs may not be required to carry or fit
chains that doesn't mean to say it isn't a good idea, as ice is ice and 4WDs can slip there too.
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Chain me up
You absolutely must practice fitting chains before you leave, unless you particularly enjoy fiddling around in
cold and wet conditions inventing new oaths. It also means you can check they actually fit; tyre size variation
being what it is, you may be surprised. Our chains just fit a slightly worn 235/85/16 Cooper STT for example.
A new tyre is very hard to get them around and the next size up is too loose. The same chains were perfect
for a new Kelly MSR in the same size.

Squires Sports & Mowers
Chain fitting equipment you'll
need is a tarp, a wooden block,
Sales & Repairs
flat plate for the block and
Mowers, Brushcutters, Chainsaws, Wood Heaters & Bicycles
gloves. Stop somewhere safe,
away from traffic and flat, and
Trevor & Terese Squires
secure the vehicle firmly. Don't
53 Nunn Street, Benalla 3672
wait till you're stuck, fitting
Phone/Fax: 03 5762 2519
chains in a rut is not easy. Don't
E-Mail: squiressportsmowers@bigpond.com
air right down either, while in
theory that makes the chain
easier to fit the sidewalls also
start to bag out and the tyre
won't sit on the raised block as
firmly.
There are several ways to fit
chains, and several types of
chain. This is one we find to be effective for our diamond patterns.
1. Lay the chain out flat, with the block about a third of the way along from the front. Put your f lat plate under
the block so it doesn't sink into soft surfaces. Make sure the chain is facing outwards!
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Upper Jamieson Hut, Pineapple Flat.27th-29th May.
Basically, we all met at the fryers hut near Sheepyard flat at 10.00 am Friday 27/5/11.
We were a small party of three vehicles myself (Nissan) Rob & Charlotte (Toyota) and
Campbell (Nissan) also carrying Baz one of Campbell‟s mates. From fryers hut we
progressed up the Howqua track to the slate quarry (Mitchells station/track). This track
was interesting especially the red clay at the end of the track which provided no grip and
a very controlled slide was the only way of getting to the bottom (no damage to vehicles
here). Some advanced 4x4 techniques were employed on this track with acceleration
applied going downhill to try and maintain grip, or in my case shutting my eyes and
) Mount Sunday Road was next then Low
hoping for the best! (not really though
Saddle Road (difficult and longer section). It was here we had our first mishap which involved a Toyota (of
course) which for some unexplained reason lost four bolts from the passenger side steering arm and was
then stopped only by the highly skilled 4x4 driver, which left the vehicle pointing downhill with the wheels in a
straight alignment. After walking the track for a couple of hundred metres only one bolt was found so it was
replaced along with a bolt from the good/attached steering arm side. This temporary
arrangement gave the vehicle two bolts on the near side and three on the off side.
There is a lesson here about travelling in the bush in a group and not on your own.
Low saddle road led to Son of Bitch spur then Nobs track, no problems on these‟s
tracks. Our first campsite was planned to be the Upper Jamieson‟s Hut but was full of
hunters. We camped just off the main drag and managed to get a fire going quickly.
Next Morning Rob headed out toward Mansfield along Brocks Road and reached there
without a problem around midday ( we were in contact with him from the lofty hills by mobile).
Campbell led the next stage of our journey which was along the Cairn Creek road to Lovetts Hut/Picture point
then Bluff Road to the Bluff Hut where we contacted Rob and found he was OK on the road below us. At the
Bluff Hut we helped out a party of motorbikers with some fencing wire to re-attach a foot peg. Next 16 Mile
Jeep Track saw us down to Pikes Flat/shed then on to the Bindaree Hut. Bindaree Road to the Monument
track and Craig‟s Hut where we elected to camp for the night.
Lovely still night fantastic scenery, no sounds and plummeting temperatures saw us
early in to our swags. Next morning a massive frost and the sun coming up was a rare
treat. Honestly, it was bloody freezing outside of the swag, but toasty inside. It was one
of those rare occasions when the sound of silence really worked around the camp fire,
as we all listened to the sounds of the bush and the crackling of the fire and just took in
the enormity of the surroundings before us.
Sunday saw us drive on to the Circuit road then on to Black Landing road down to Pineapple Flat for a quick
stop. I led from here, up the King Basin road to The Weston Track. This track is one of those you will all have
to do
some time, its very rocky and hard on the tires (rated difficult) with some very steep ascents but all good fun
in the right gear and a bit of common sense. The bottom of the track has been literally washed away by the
flooded creek and there is an unofficial detour which is just magic to cross. The track at this point will almost
certainly be closed by the authorities soon, so get down there as quick as possible and take it all in. We
came out of the area via the No3 Road, Carters Road which has been severely damaged by flooding, then
Buttercup Road and on to Mansfield.
The tracks we used were difficult in places but on the whole have been graded to almost flat and really need
a bit more traffic on then to get interesting.Good trip, enjoyed the company, whens the next one?

Robbo.
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ORANGE
Here is a mini trip report from a couple of weekends ago, attached are two pics taken from my phone, the
camera was resting on the kitchen table.
Met at Maccas Bathurst 0900ish, slow drive to Orange led by a competition
40 series cruiser, this car was geared down so low it had a top speed of
about 80ks. There were in total fours patrols and the one lonely cruiser, all
but one patrol had double diff locks, winches and a couple had another winch
underneath for extracting themselves backwards. Two vehicles were fitted
with crawler gears for serious rock climbing. We drove for about 90 minutes,
stopped and locked our hubs in somewhere North of Orange. The first track
ran beside the east west rail line, this one was slippery but not boggy, the
second track ran along a fence line bordering pine plantations. This track kept
the young blokes entertained for another hour or so, bog hole from hell,
Bethne and I found a way around each bog hole and received the normal
amount of remarks for not having a go. One member who followed us on one chicken track informed us the
plantation machinery has been stuck in some of these holes, yes the big
eight wheel drive jiggers.
Next obstacle was a creek/washout running though a nice camp area, well it
would have been nice except for the burnt out car bodies, one burn vehicle
we had to drag out of our way as it was blocking the track. The pics attached
are from this washout. Bethne and I became the recovery vehicle rather than
bend fenders.
Next obstacle has a big hill call “the widow maker” (of course). Bethne and I
watched the others have a number of goes, anything up to twenty attempts
seems ok. The 40 series finally made it, a GQ broke both rear axles and the
others gave up. After copping crap all day about not having a go I thought
this challenge was too good to drive around so we let the tyres down engaged both diff locks, and with plenty
of action from the loud pedal we drove to the top. No damage to be seen but we wont look under the car until
the next service, side steps don‟t count as damage if they can be jumped on and returned to their normal
position. Bethne and I had lunch while the others found a chicken track. That seemed to be the end of the
day so we came home.
We have three more local clubs to check out
Stan and Bethne

Birthday Bash Dinner

At the Eldorado Tavern on Saturday evening…14 th May

By 6.00pm it was already cold and dark in Eldorado but the pot-belly fire was beckoning us all to its side in
the centre of the dining room/meeting shed.
Unlined tin sheds with rustic rough hewn wooden tables could appear cold and unwelcoming but not this
night.
The atmosphere was warm and the drinks were cold. On stage, there was a table with the trophies for
presentations later. Jackie, Chris and Marilyn (family friend of Jackie‟s) had done a magnificent job of
preparing the room.
Those who were staying in Eldorado for the weekend were early and greeted friends, families and new
members who came for the dinner. Lots of chatter and groups formed…the drinks were ordered along with
the meals. More chatter and more greetings as some members had not seen each other for quite a while.
Some photos of the day‟s adventures were being shown on a laptop…the CD player decided there was to be
no music so conversation and eating was the order of the day.
Meals dribbled in slowly but it was worth the wait…the food was excellent and generous in portion.
More wood on the fire, a little more good cheer (drinking) and lots more chatting until just after diner when
Chris, D.J.s wife announced that each table was to present a singing item. Their table would start first…so
they did.
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Chris led from the front in a stirring rendition of the John Denver favourite, “Take me home, country Roads”.
There was even a slightly rotund, bearded person in their group belting out his idea of the bass line…this was
just a bit too organized to be a spontaneous expression on the night…Lots of laughter, cheering and clapping
when the songs drew to a close. Well done table one.
Next…the ever beautiful and enthusiastic Jackie and Marilyn walked smartly on stage and took control…
Her team launched immediately into, “Happy Birthday dear Wangaratta Four Wheel Drive Club”…what a
mouthful!
It was full of gusto and there were smiles all around at the cheek of the song choice but the whole group
joined in…sang...then laughed.
There was another surprise up Jackie‟s sleeve. Another song…relating to the events of the afternoon‟s
activities, “Hit the Road, Terry and don‟t you get stuck no more no more, hit the road Terry, and don‟t you get
stuck no more, or, or, or….!” bellowed out to the roar of laughter , especially from those who were witness to
the afternoon…
Terry smiled his sheepish grin…
Jackie and Marilyn were a hit, well done girls.
Next up…Glenn Norton spoke and acted his way through a visual joke…it was funny…but you had to be
there! Well done Pud.
Festivities were now put aside for the presentations of the club trophies and the drawing of the traditional
raffles…
Vice President, David Blore now took to the solemn duties of presenting the main awards.
Most Valuable Club Member of the year award…which went to Maria Lucas for her enormous efforts,
organizing the club newsletters and being at all the club committee meetings.
Well done Maria…a thoroughly deserved award.
Then the Gear Jammer Award, for the most outrageous act of vehicular abuse of the year…this year‟s award
just had to go to the, almost always effervescent and enthusiastic, Tom Barnard, for his efforts to help a
friend in need at flood time and drowning his Nissan, to half way up the windscreen…outstanding
commitment Tom.
Another well deserved award. (I think there were some tears, quietly shed for the memory of a dry and
pristine Red Nissan that used to be….)
The prizes for the raffle were drawn and the new boy, me, won the wine and a voucher to the camping
store…thank you every one…I‟ve very rarely won anything, little own two prizes in a club raffle….I look
forward to the wine and the maps the money will buy. I was a bit overwhelmed at the time…so I can‟t recall
who else won prizes…but they did.
Time for the cake and some candles and a short speech…we sang the happy song again and the cake was
eaten…
After this, people started to drift away and head home.
About forty people attended the evening‟s festivities and it looked as though we all had a pretty good
time…for all those members who travelled quite a distance to the tiny hamlet of Eldorado….on behalf of the
President, David Jackson, and the Social Committee thank you for making the effort to come and make the
night so memorable.
I think most people who were there will have fond and enduring memories of the Wangaratta 4X4 Club‟s 28 th
Birthday Bash.
I wonder what the 29th year will bring?

Terry from Sunday
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Birthday Bash-Eldorado Weekend Trip
On the weekend of Saturday 14 th and Sunday 15th May, 2011, an enthusiastic bunch of Wangaratta 4X4Club
warriors hit the bush tracks around Eldorado-Yackandandah area to celebrate the 25 th anniversary of the
formation of the Club.
The meeting point was the Eldorado Camping ground at 11.00am.
With huts chosen, camper trailers set up, tents pitched and the lone swag erected, (in an immaculate hutchie
I might say!) David Jackson rallied the troops at 12.15 sharp and we hit the road.
Being the Birthday Bash, there were some family friends as well as some wives and partners along for the
day‟s events. One family also brought along their virtually new Nissan Pathfinder 4X4 cab-ute which proved
to be a highlight later in the day. (Courageous effort Terry, we do have photos.)
A short convoy on the black-top led us to the Eldorado dredge turn-off.
Our mix of 100 series Toyotas, Nissan GU‟s, Navara‟s and GQ‟s was being led by the ubiquitous and
obviously fiercely independent David Jackson in the sole Land Rover Discovery III, electronics and computer
aided air-riding marvel. What could go wrong?
Within the first kilometre, we were at the first of many challenges for the day, a short but steep angled hill
descent and ascent.
Time to air-down then practice some wheel placement!
Ron Beurs was the nominated expert who guided some of us less experienced drivers over the edge and
back again…lots of photos and video was taken…
Getting down was the easy bit…coming back up proved a bit more of a challenge. The three hundred
millimetre (approx) step just near the top was slightly too much for some of the vehicles so the alternative
track, back to the top, was used.
We all had a couple of goes at this obstacle then off, following D.J. through the creek, left through the water
obstacle and then up the short but steep climb to the road above. No worries here for anyone.
A little further on there was the sand to play in on the right.
Down through some trees into a tight little crossing with trees all over the track….waiting, waiting,
waiting….Disco had to lower itself in its suspension so it could get through the gap…(the roof-tent was too
high). We waited…but there was a collective sigh of relief when the grey machine glided gracefully through
the gap and rose on its air bags again. We were getting one really good education this day!
After we all got through this obstacle, it was time to have some fun in the muddy bog holes. And we did.
Exit the same pathway in…more education then we came to the next obstacle.
It was a steep bank, about the height of our vehicles but with quite a sharp lip at the top.
There were two approaches: Through water from the left or none from the right.
D.J. showed us the way from the right…two goes and he was up.
The GQ shorty was next and it went through the water…and got stuck on the lip…wrong gear on
approach…(try 1st instead of 2nd Andrew!) The vehicle was backed down to have another go with the right
gear selection this time. Not too fast but it climbed over the top this time. Pretty specie though…lots of steam
and photo opportunities galore.
Next!
The others all went for the right side approach and created some awesome flying vehicles…well done Tom!
By this time, Andrew had discovered his electric thermo fans were not really working…some huddling around
the stricken vehicle…multi-meters found and used…fuse changed but still dead fans.
It was time to use the heater as the radiator, and get on with the day. It was pretty cold and there were no
really big climbs for this day so the heater would do its job and keep the GQ cool…it did.
We had a few tight sand turns and downhill drive-through braking manoeuvres then on to the quarry lake.
More of the same then out onto the road to Mason track for some gentle tracks in the bush…but first, we‟ll
just go down this short track with some ruts in it. Just follow the Disco…
All was going really well until the wheels of the new Navara fell off the crown of the ruts…my, what an angle
these vehicles can achieve!
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Time for the winch and snatch practice whilst Terry and the girls just sat and watched from in the vehicle…for
a little while…
No problem…vehicle removed…with the help of some friendly honking by the fire trucks passing after their
day in the bush…we all got through unscathed.
Off into town for an ale/ refreshment…shower and get ready for the Birthday Bash dinner at the tavern.
Day Two:
After a beautiful, clear and positively freezing night, we woke to the sounds of Ron and Tom stoking the fire
in below zero temperature, readying the hotplate for a cooked breakfast.
Because Ron is up early most days, this was a walk in the park for him. He was rudely happy preparing loads
of bacon and eggs for those of us who felt inclined. Not everyone had his enthusiasm for the temp or the
hour but….
A few cups of coffee… full tummies, some great stories and sunlight warming our backs was, just about the
right way to start the day.
Ron‟s great cooking also tempted some members, who had stayed in air-conditioned units, to abandon their
warmth and brave the cool (read…freezing) air. Well worth it in the end.
Well done Ron and Tom…excellent effort by you both.
It‟s a big thank you from all of us.
Soon, a few new faces and vehicles arrived to join in on the fun of the day.
There was a bit of a changing of the guard as some of the previous day‟s warriors had to head back home,
happy with what they had achieved the previous day.
The GQ shorty needed time to rest and think about just how hot she would have been if she went out for the
day with no cooling!
Andrew rode shotgun in the plush leather of the Discovery, with D.J.
At 10.30 David led us out for the day.
A couple of the guys had done this combination of tracks a few times but for us that hadn‟t done it before, it
was great to be out in the bush, going through bush tracks and forest sections that abutted onto the edge of
farming land.
The first part was quite easy with gentle undulations and a couple of nice rutted descents. We stopped and
practiced some ascents and descents on these inclines…a good warm-up for the rest of the day.
Then it was on to the pine plantations around Yackandandah for some more serious climbing practice.
Fortunately there had not been any rain for a few days so the tracks were pretty dry but the depth of some of
the ruts and height of the ridges had deepened since the last trip. What started out as fairly easy bush tracks,
had a few surprises in store for us.
This was Glen and Robyn Norton‟s first trip with the club and also Alan Trott‟s first 4WDing in his 100 series,
so it was great to see them attack each of the obstacles so enthusiastically and gain valuable experiences
from their efforts.
After a couple medium climbs we stopped and had a few minutes to discuss and reflect on the progress of
the day. There were lots of smiles and some happy drivers. Some photos taken then, “let‟s get on with it…”,
so we did.
In the lead vehicle now, there was mention of the next climb being a “bit harder, a bit longer and a bit more
technical”. Even some mumbling about…”lower tyre pressures” being very important and “momentum
needing to be kept up for a successful climb” on the next section of the track!
I was excited…what were we in for?
I soon found out.
Over a small crest and down into the gully we went. In front of us was a three hundred meter climb over
muddy, rutted and one major ridge, about eighty meters from the start, on the 30 degree incline. Ouch!
We stopped and walked the start of the climb…
It was pretty steep, with David and Glenn struggling to stand whilst ascending by foot.
It was slippery under foot and the combination of sandy loam, rocky rubble and ruts made it tricky to walk up,
but they made their way up over the lip. Other vehicles were still arriving, lining up and the drivers surveying
the climb.
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D.J. was raring to go and was waiting for me to jump in after taking a few photos. I was ready for the
adventure….but there now was a short pause whilst D.J. dialled in all the parameters for the Disco‟s
computer to make sense of the task ahead…(basically, getting a jumbo off the ground is a shorter and easier
prospect…) but there was blur of hand movements and we were ready.
With accelerator mashed to floor, engine chattering on the rev limiter and brakes straining to hold back the
rocket…D.J. launched us up the steep incline at warp speed.
He stuck to the right hand side of the track and we launched over the ridge and headed over the far right
edge of the track…we missed the trees but the vehicle now decided to slow to a stop…we were about to
launch again into the bushes but D.J. pulled the wheel to the left. The vehicle now launched itself to the left
back onto the track and on up the hill…phew!
We got to the top safely.
D.J. doesn‟t hold back…he commits and goes in hard!
An exciting ride indeed….we ran down the hill now as the rest of the team was
ready to have their goes.
Zoe and I stood a very respectful distance off the track to video and photograph
these proceedings.
Robyn was not that excited about the prospect of being launched into bushes in the
Nissan so she braved the walk to the top of the hill…I think this was much harder
than the ride but she was happy to walk…gutsy lady.
Glenn just chose a line and went for it…a bit of wheel slip but no real problems…he
was really excited though when he got out at the top…check the picture.
Alan was a bit worried but got up easily on his second attempt. Robbo just went for
it and smashed it, no worries. Last and definitely not least, Tom gave it his spectacular best…lots of
sideways action and heaps of black sooty smoke saw him weave his magic on way to the top.
What a hill!
Everything was pretty calm after this…some trails in the forest, an abandoned mining shaft, some more
forest driving on easy tracks and navigation practice for me out of the maze.
We went to what was the start of a really interesting track, but it had been blocked off by Parks Victoria so
since it was about 3.00pm, Robyn suggested we take a short detour to Yackandandah for coffee and lunch.
A great idea…
Because some of the members were wearing club jumpers etc. we were
suddenly very noticed when we were having our pies and coffee.
It was like “old-home week”. People were introducing themselves and chatting.
We were on our „bestest‟ and most „friendliest‟ behaviour…a good time was had
by all.
Now it was a short drive to the Underground Hut…some camping spots for
future trips and also checking out how much damage the floods had done to the
streams.
The last bit of the trip was to go past Long Tom and Eternity…ten minutes from
where we were.
We were back in the pine forest but now the road was quite open and
flowing…(good rally country!), then we came to an large opening and turned right
off the main drag….ouch, that‟s a climb!
Before us was Long Tom.
It was just about four now and we were lined up at the bottom. Tom walked up the
first steep climb to see just how slippery it was.
It looked glistening and dewy and quite slippery but he assured us it was good.
As David was giving thought to whether we should give it a go…Pud (Glenn) just
motored past and went for it!
We just watched thinking he may not get that far on his All Terrain Tires set at 22
psi…
We were wrong…over the first hump…more revs…straight up to the next sect with the tight right hand
turn…is there nothing that this guy won‟t have a go at?....more revs, a left turn and he launches himself up
the second section.
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He‟s now roaring up over the catchment bank and heading towards some shaly stuff in the middle of the
track…
Lots of wheel spin and sliding to the right, but now no forward motion…
He tries to get it going again but the wheels are spinning…he‟s going nowhere.
A few messages over the CB… “just sit there Pud, we‟ll come up to help you,” says D.J.
We can clearly see the Nissan about a kilometre away, stuck on the hill…no problem.
We launch up the hill and do what Glenn had just done…when we got to him though, our only line was to the
left at speed, to miss him…now this was great for the first thirty or forty meters but just past the stricken
Nissan…the ground was muddy and soft and getting softer the further we went…until we didn‟t!
Now we were stuck…not exactly bogged…but with no forward momentum, we were not able to move
either….ummmm!
Great! Now we had two stranded vehicles up a big hill…at 4.10 on a Sunday afternoon…
A call was made to the troops to come up…but not up this part of the hill!
Now, through all this, Robyn had decided to stay at the bottom and wait
for Glenn to have his „play‟ and come back to pick her up. So with the
team coming up to help us, she was now alone down at the
bottom….chivalrous lot our team!
We didn‟t even leave a hand held CB for her…and it was now getting
quite cold and a bit darker…from the top of the hill, we could just make
her out, walking back to the intersection of the main road.
Tom got up to us first…with Alan and D.R. there too. Zoe was soon videoing all this from the sidelines…
The first thing done was to get Glenn back to a small pile of stones that lay behind his right rear wheel…no
problems. Now he could rest and turn off the engine.
We let his tires down more to fifteen pounds and did the same for D.J.
We started to dig D.J. out then remembered he had his Maxxi-traks on board!
We (Tom) cleared away the soil in front of the wheels and we put the Tracks in place. D.J. had to be on full
right lock so as not to push over the soft ridge and bottom out…
He fired the beast and basically just drove straight out of the bog…he kept on going till he found a safe
position to stop.
Now it was Glenn‟s time to Maxxi Trak out…
He fired, and revved the engine then dropped the clutch only to spit the
Traks out like a skeet machine…this was not going to work!
After gathering the Traks, we got him to start in reverse and back slowly
down to the safety bank.
When he got there, he chose a path forward and with the lower tire
pressures and his extra experience, he launched straight up the hill and
was gone.
We now made our way to the vehicles parked down the hill on the
access road level.
Robyn had in the meantime had chats with arriving 4X4 groups who were thinking of climbing to help
us…none had lockers so D.J. politely suggested they stay at the bottom…they left. Robyn was still alone.
Whilst we went down the hill, Zoe decided to walk up to meet D.J. and Glenn who were up at the top.
Everything seemed to be going really well now!
We‟ve reached the vehicles and have put away the recovery gear then Tom decides to call D.J. to see if he
has Zoe with him.
“No, we‟re coming down the hill on the long escape road…we didn‟t see Zoe…We‟ll be at the bottom in about
five minutes”.
Tom dives for the mobile just hoping Zoe‟s is on and there is some reception…
It‟s getting darker…Zoe is now very light clothes and light shoes…not really the best for hill descents or
climbing for that matter.
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A few tense moments whilst the phone rings…she answers then lots more tense moments as Tom explains
there is no car at the top of the hill…”could you walk down please Zoe?”
It was very quiet for a few moments…
A little while later, we saw this lone figure, picking her way slowly through the bush on the side of the track.
Not happy Jan!
Meanwhile…the two miscreants appeared at the bottom of the hill and Glenn reacquainted himself with
Robyn.
What happened at the intersection stayed at the intersection because after Zoe got down off the hill, we all
made our way down the much safer but longer escape road.
When we got back to the intersection…the boys were airing up and there were smiles all around.
The adventure had finished. It was getting dark and a good day had been had by all.
We said our good-byes and headed out of the forest.
We stayed in convoy heading back towards Eldorado with individual vehicles peeling off to their destinations
as we went…
It doesn‟t get much better than that for a weekend in the 4X4s.
Hope to be with you on the next trip!
Andrew

What do you think Robbo

Alan Trott

Glenn no worries
Tom
Photographs from Saturday and Sunday drives
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Club Trips
Please let a committee member know if you are interested in leading a trip. There are many
experienced club members who are more than willing to assist you with some planning and to assist
you on the day if you would like.

Howqua River – Sheepyard Flat
Base camp at Sheepyard Flat
Friday June 10 to Monday June 13
Sheepyard Flat is a convenient spot to have a base camp for day trips into the many attractions of the
Howqua River – Mt Buller area including Craigs Hut and Bindaree Falls. The general idea is to have a
relaxing weekend with several day trips from the base camp. Exactly where each trip goes will depend on
the weather prior to and during the weekend and on the driving experience of those who turn up. Members
can choose to come for all or any of the four days. All that we require is prior notice of your intention to be
there on a particular day so that trips can be planned accordingly. There is no limit on numbers or driving
experience. If the weather turns sour on us, and all else fails, Sheepyard Flat is the ideal location to get to
know your fellow travellers better. If you wish to bring a visitor, just bring an extra $10 as well so that all will
be suitably insured. Camper trailers and even caravans are welcome.
Destination:

Base camp at Sheepyard Flat – day trips around the Mt Buller area

Trip Leader:

Bruce Gooday

Phone bookings:

57257382

Start time:

Friday 8.30am Wangaratta, 9.15am Benalla, 10.00am Mansfield or any other time
over the weekend

Meeting places:

TBA

Return time:

Monday afternoon or as it suits individuals

Trip rating:

Easy/medium depending on the weather

Type of tread:

All Terrain or better in good condition preferred

Fuel:
Recovery:

Full tank at Mansfield. Diesels should plan to have a near empty tank on arrival in
Mansfield – fill up with Alpine diesel in Mansfield.
Bring what you have – minimum of snatch strap/D shackels/shovel

Max number of vehicles: No limit
Accommodation:

Swag, tent, camper trailer, caravan (pit toilets at camp site)

Personal equipment: Be prepared for very cold nights. Bring food and drinking water.
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BUCKLAND VALLEY BASE CAMP AND TRAINING
16 & 17 July 2011
Destinations: Buckland Valley at the 19.2 km Horseshoe Campground
Oddly enough is at the 19.2 km mark up from the end of the bitumen OR from the Buckland bridge”. Watch
for the club banner.
The Plan:
Saturday 0830 hrs, Theory training at camp using vehicles and other training aids in place of sitting in a class
room.
Saturday Arvo Theory and practical - water crossings followed by a drive on easy tracks with driving
instructors and experienced members coaching the less experienced. This will be a perfect introduction to
new or inexperienced club members. We can learn some practical skills.
Saturday Night Stan may be talked into a short night drive.
Sunday More challenging tracks to test new skills learnt who knows there may be snow.
Trip leader/s:
Emergency Contact:. Bethne 0428229058
Stan Williams and your committee
Contact phone numbers:  Please advise Tom (0438362034) no later than Thursday 14 July at noon if
you wish to attend the training as we need numbers for planning and training materials etc
Arrive at Camp Arrive at base camp any time Stan will be there Friday arvo (15 July).
Training commences at 0830 sharp on Saturday.
Return Home Date: Sundays drive will return to camp no later than 1500 hrs.
Trip rating: Easy to Medium under instruction of the clubs trainers and
experienced members
Type of tyre tread recommended: Highway tyres or better with good tread
Fuel requirements Fill up before leaving Myrtleford
Recovery gear:
If you have it please bring it for “show and tell”, we may get to use it. Don‟t
forget protective gloves

INVITATION TO
SPONSORS
We would love to see
some of our sponsors on
our trips. Please
checkout the trips on the
calendar and see if any
might suit you. All you
need to do is to give the
contact person a call.

Type of accommodation:. Tents, camper trailers and caravans welcome, there are motels etc available in
town if the cold nights are a bit scary
Personal equipment clothing etc: It could be cold and wet but also bring your swimming togs if you dare.
Sturdy footwear is essential.
Other Assistance We will be taking the club trailer and equipment, It would be appreciated if someone could
tow and deliver the club trailer Friday arvo to the camp site.





Help is required in setting up shelters, training equipment and demonstrations
Sorry, but we can‟t have children attending the theory session
Club Members not participating in the training are most welcome so please come along and show
support (there may be children to entertain)
If you are able to bring good fire wood please do
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CLUB CALENDAR 2011
Remember club trips are not set in stone so there will be times when trip dates will be changed to
suit members and the weather.

Dates
2011
June 10-13
June 11-13

Destination
Sheepyard FlatBase Camp
Kinglake Challenge (Kinglake
area)

Type of trip

Proposed leader

Easy/Medium
Medium

Bruce Gooday
Tom Barnard
Base camp with a
lot of entertaining
driving & great
scenery
Presentation:
What‟s New in
Lights by Warren
Smith, Archibald
Auto Electrics.

June 14

Tarrawingee - North East Car
Club rooms

General Meeting

June 28

TBA

Committee Meeting

July 12

Tarrawingee - North East Car
Club rooms

General Meeting

July 26
July 30,31

TBA
Snow Trip Buckland Valley

Committee Meeting
Difficult

Tarrawingee - North East Car
Club rooms
TBA

General Meeting

JULY
Presentation:
Representative
from ARB Albury
Craig Cheetham

August
August 9
August 23

Committee Meeting

September
September 2 - 4
September 10 - 11
September 13
September 18 - 19
September 27

Melbourne National 4x4 show
KTM Cancer Care – Strathbogie
Ranges
Tarrawingee - North East Car
Club rooms
Strathbogie Broadside
TBA

Melbourne Showgrounds
Medium

FYI
Noel and Irene
Ham

Medium/Hard
Committee Meeting

Tom Barnard

Interchange day- Special
children 4wd adventure
Tarrawingee - North East Car
Club rooms
TBA
Cut and Roll – Track Clearing

Easy

Doc & Cathy Hair

General Meeting

October
October 5
October 11
October 25
TBA

General Meeting
Committee Meeting
Easy driving but could be
hard work

Craig Cheetham

November
November 8
November 9 – 11 or
11- 13 depending on
demand

Tarrawingee - North East Car
Club rooms
Licola to Zeka Spur via
Wonangatta
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David Blore
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Track Torque

CLUB CALENDAR 2011
November 19 -20

Haunted Stream Area

Medium

Terry Dillion

November TBA

Day in the Gardens - Benalla

Easy

Dean and Jacky

November 22

TBA

Committee Meeting

Santa Surprise

Easy

December
December 3 - 4

Wangaratta Four Wheel Drive Club Inc

June 2011

Dean and Jacky
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TRACk
Torque
June 2011

Wangaratta Four Wheel Drive Club
A0001052D

PO Box 494 Wangaratta 3676
www.wangaratta4x4club.org.au

“Responsible Four Wheel Driving And Family Touring”

Wangaratta Four Wheel Drive Club Inc

June 2011
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